
Digital Painting: georgia 
okeefe



Choose a 
photograph ( 
yes it must be 

of a real 
photo, ie no 
cartoons or 
clip art) of a 

skull or a 
flower

Make sure 
that it is high 
resolution. 

And has a lot 
of contrast 

both highlights 
and shadows.  



Open a letter sized 
file in Photopea

File> open and 
place



In the style of 
georgia 

o'keeffe and 
her 

characteristic 
Composition 

style “Zoomed 
in” 

We are going 
to zoom in on 
our subjects

Scale you image and arrange it so that your subject not only feels “larger 
than life” and “important” but takes up at least 80 percent of your canvas! 

Edit> free Transform



image> 
adj> 

brightnes
s and 

contrast 

Enhance 
the value 
( this will 
help you 

paint)



Alter the color 
to make a 
dynamic 
image

Image> adj> 
color balance

You do not 
need to have 

realistic 
colors, the 

only 
requirement is 
that you retain 
the subjects 

form and 
recognizability



Layer 
> 

duplica
te



image> 
adjustme

nt > 
posterize



Hand in your “Prepped” 
image



Now lets begin blocking our painting
Add a new blank layer

Choose you paint 
brush

Adjust the
- Hardness = 

100
-  size

- opacity= 100



Using the 
short cut for 

the 
eyedropper 

“ALT or 
Control” 

Being to paint 
in the shapes 
of color on the 

new blank 
layer



Once you have blocked in your WHOLE image… 
including background ( you will know by toggling off your 

reference layer)

Hand in your blocked in version of your painting in google 
classroom

Please export your blocked layer as a jpeg or PNG

Also export your reference layer as a jpeg or png



Go open a 
new file in 

KLEKI

File> import

Choose as 
layer

 Move your 
image to the 
right or lest 

leaving space 
for the 

refende pic 
next to it



Import both the painting layer 
and then reference layer. Make 

sure you to put them side by 
side so you can see them at 

the same time



Blending, by far, is the most important thing you need to know in order to paint

The Do's

● Do: Vary the settings for Hardness/Opacity based on 
what the painting needs.

● Do: Study the difference between painting with a 
"hard" or "soft" edged brush.

● Do: Use "heavier" brushes (50–100% Opacity) for 
blocking in colors, the main painting, and finishing 
details.

● Do: Use "lighter" brushes (0–50% Opacity) for 
smoothing out details, adding atmosphere (like 
smoke/fog), and softening textures.

The Don'ts

● Don't: Get stuck making an entire painting on one setting (for 
Hardness/Opacity).

● Don't: Use Soft Brushes for details that need clean edges.
● Don't: Forget to keep blending!
● And Don't: Give up!

How you "blend" is to color pick two colors next to each 
other and overlap them with more and more opaque 
layers. Essentially, the Eyedropper Tool becomes the right 
hand man to the Brush Tool during this process. Continue 
these steps until your colors are all blended together. 



Make sure you 
are on the 

painting layer

Using your 
blending brush 
begin to blend 

in your paints… 
remember you 
dont have to 

blend 
everything in 



There are two basic option for blending

1. Use a regular paint brush on a lower opacity like 20 with soft edges and 
overlap different colors and shades to blend your blocked colors

2. Use a mixer brush with will have a flow and opacity .  this tool aims to mimic 
really traditional painting where an artist would load they brush with a paint 
and then drag it on a canvas through wet paint.  The paint from the brush will 
mix with the paint of canvas



When you 
get to more 

detailed 
areas 

snake sure 
to lower 

your brush 
size





Paint with the form. Do not 
scribble scrabble and drawing 
wildly and erratically around. It 
will muddle the painting and 
loose the shape/ form of your 
object 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EfQNadGEPBU


Make sure to 
blend in the 
direction of 
your form 
and not 
“scribble 
scabbly “ 



Remember to always calibrate and cross reference your pic with the reference 
photos . swap back and forth to the real paint brush to add in details that may get 
lost when blending.  

Once you are done you can

Edit> crop

And just leave your painting viewable. 


